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Our vision & mission

First of all, we chose Arbitrum because we love the network. It’s fast, stable and with low fees… 
it’s basically what we all want Ethereum to be. In addition, it is a network with less 
development, with less projects and where we may be able to innovate and stand out even 
more.

Burnitrum’s focus is to become a trusted project to Arbitrum’s eyes, with utility to attract new 
users to the Arbitrum network, not just as a meme token, but as a real utility project.

We have taken Burnitrum as a personal challenge, a project where we can develop a product, 
and in our case a product that not only helps other Arbitrum devs but also increases the buying 
pressure to our $BURNI token.

Our first development concepts are as follows:

• Launchpad: This is our main focus. The idea is to create a launchpad for tokens in Arbitrum
where we can give security to investors and on the other hand help developers to promote 
their projects.

• Liquidity locker: Currently there is no liquidity locker in arbitrum like teamfinance, so by 
doing so can be a great competitive advantage and will also serve to help the entire Arbitrum
community, both investors (more security in their investment) and developers.

• NFTs: Utility NFTs for the Burnitrum ecosystem

These ideas could pivot as we develop them or find other needs, but for the moment we have 
them pretty clear in our roadmap.

In addition to this we wanted to add two more things to the burnitrum token:

• Concept of meme token: We believe that it can work well at a marketing level to unite the 
concept of meme with utility. But to be honest, being a meme token is far from being 
enough, and not our main focus at all.

• Being deflationary with autoburn on LP: We have created a different and innovative 
contract (for fun). On each sale (with a 60 minutes cooldown period) the 0.25% of the BURNI 
LP tokens will be sent to 0xDEAD address, thus increasing the Liquidity Pool Price.

As a result, with each sale we are closer to a supply shock, i.e. there is very little supply of burni
to buy in the liquidity pool, making the value of each burni increase considerably with each 
burn.

In short, we want to be relevant in the arbitrum community, and we know that this is not going 
to happen overnight, therefore we need to work hard on marketing and development.

We have a long and tough path ahead, but if you join us in this journey we are sure that we will 
all win.
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Tokenomics

Our aim was always to make a fair and equal launch for all and to try to give investors maximum 
confidence, for these reasons our premises were as follows:

Renounced & verified contract: The contract is renounced and verified which means the 
contract is safu as the team can’t make any change. You can always check it in arbiscan.

Liquidity locked: Liquidity is locked until 2076 so we can't take it out. In this way, our 
community and your funds are totally safe because it is impossible to make a rugpull and take 
out the Burni LP.

Fair launched: There is no pre-sale, no influencers at the launch and all investor has the same 
opportunities. We have also implemented anti-whale systems at the launch.

Total Supply

1,000,000,000 Burni, all in the market and is deflationary because of the burning contract.

Taxes

The team does not have any allocation so there is a tax system in place on every purchase and 
every sale which is used to make buybacks to add liquidity, marketing and development costs.

Currently the tax is 4% on every sale and 4% on every buyback, which will go 100% to the 
Burnitrum project.

4% buy tax 4% sell tax

Marketing, development, 
buybacks and liquidity
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Innovative burn contract

We have developed an innovative token burning contract from the LP and no tax involved in the 
burning process and we want to explain how it works.

On each sale of Burni (with a 60 minutes cooldown period) the 0.25% of the BURNI in the 
burniLP tokens will be sent to 0xDEAD address, and yes, only from the Burnis, so eth is not 
affected. This makes the token fully deflationary.

This results in the fact that if there is more burni sales, we will have more burni in the LP and 
there will be more burni burning.

Therefore, there are more token burns at oversold times and less token burns at overbought 
times because the burn is a percentage to the number of burnis in the LP.

Already we have more than 8% of the supply burned in the dead wallet 
https://arbiscan.io/token/0x8073600F2Aba6d5FA496e3826E0B46b7EA6Fe2ba?a=0x000000000
000000000000000000000000000dead

Obviously, the more tokens burned, the less supply available and the more value each token has
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Roadmap

We don't like false promises and fireworks, and prefer to work steadily. For the same reason we 
don't want to give concrete dates but we do want to give you a roadmap of what you can 
expect the next steps to be.

Our way of working with burnitrum is as a startup, and this roadmap may change if we consider 
it necessary to shift to a different strategy.

LAUNCHPAD

LAUNCH OF THE FIRST PROJECT

LAUNCH OF THE NFT

LIQUIDITY LOCKER
LAUNCH MORE 

PROJECTS
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Launchpad

In the Arbitrum lowcaps ecosystem we have detected that many rugpulls and scams have been 
created. This usually happens by anonymous devs and they end up hurting the Arbitrum
ecosystem.

With the launchpad we want to give investors security when investing, as all projects within the 
launchpad will have to meet certain requirements (KYC, lock liquidity, renounce, etc).

On the other hand, projects are offered the opportunity to have an impact on a very good 
community of holders and the support of our team for a successful launch (marketing, liquidity 
locker, community, etc.).

In short, it is a win-win for both the community and the projects.

You can check our first launchpad version in https://app.burnitrum.com

How to enter in the the launchpad

To enter the launches you will need to hold 1.5M of Burni, but this number can change with
time. You will probably need the burnitrum NFT in the future

This number may change over time as we want to give everyone a chance to get in on the 
launches while keeping the buying pressure on burnitrum.

Our holders will benefit from the buying pressure on burnitrum and the alpha launch of new 
projects (without the fear of rugpulls).

In addition, by entering the launchpad, all holders will be able to buy at the same starting price, 
without any kind of vesting and without the purchase war that is present in all launches. 6



NFTs

Another project we want to introduce in the Burnitrum ecosystem is our own NFT that we will 
launch from the launchpad.

All Burnitrum holders will receive a free NFT, and it will play an important role in the 
launchpad, as it will be necessary to be able to access the launches.

Also the NFT will give us more visibility within the Arbitrum community.

Here are some of the designs and sketches of the NFTs we are working on (it's not definitive, 
the concept could change completely)
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Burnitrum in a nutshell

These are some of the numbers and milestones we have achieved so far, and we are sure there 
will be many more

370 holders

380k marketcap in ATH

500 Telegram members
400 twitter followers

8,5% of the supply burned

2,5eth of buybacks

Swipelux grant of 35000$

2 happy developers
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The team

SEO & Growh Hacker, has worked for
companies such as Inditex, Softonic,
Vocento, Adidas, Nestle and has
created web projects with more than
1M visits per day. For the last two years
he has been in the web3, has a crypto
community and streams every day in
twitch (Crawlcrew).

Iván García

Dani Sevilla
Full stack developer with more than 20 
years of experience has been in the 
blockchain and solidity world for 2 years.
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Thanks!

Burnitrum.com

Twitter.com/burnitrum

t.me/burnitrum

Medium.com/@burnitrum


